FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
FEYZ DEBUTS THE ASSEMBLAGE COLLECTION AT THE
ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST DESIGN SHOW
4 New Sculptural Pieces to Elevate Your Living Space
Booth M1105

New York, NY (March 2017) -- For the first time,
FEYZ, a New York and Istanbul-based, multidisciplinary design studio, will participate in the
Architectural Digest Design Show in New York
City, March 16-19. The Studio will showcase
“Assemblage,” its first lighting collection, in the
Made section, where emerging artisans and
international studios showcase original designs
including art, fine furniture, and lighting.
Established in 2015 by Feyza Köksal, Founder
and Lead Designer, the Studio creates high
quality, timeless and sculptural products and
spaces. With a background in architecture,
urban development, and glassblowing (she
trained early on with Turkish glass artist,
Feleksan Onar), Köksal draws inspiration from
her hometown of Istanbul. In fact, the Basilica Cistern, which dates back to the 6th century and is
the largest of hundreds of ancient cisterns buried beneath Istanbul, sparked the idea for
“Assemblage.” The dark, moody atmosphere and dimly lit, cracked and stained columns with
original engravings combined with Köksal’s love of antiques, particularly the use of material and
patterning of African spears and Ottoman armor, inspired the four-piece lighting collection.
The glass globes, a signature in every FEYZ design, are not perfect spheres and are made with
the intention of being beautiful art pieces themselves. The difference in glass thickness causes a
spectacular dispersion of light. Each globe has gold leaf (inspired by the ancient process of gilding
and damascening, as well as the aging look of the Cistern columns) that is carefully added when
the glass is still hot and malleable. When the globe is lit and glowing the gold leaf detail resembles
constellations.
“As a designer, I am very interested in how certain objects activate a space and evoke different
emotions. And I am especially inspired by imperfection,” Köksal said. “The imperfections of the
glass and metal finish add character and carry the marks of craftsman. Each design is created by
hand in Brooklyn and you can tell that nothing is factory made, everything is unique.”

The Assemblage Collection
Lean – Sculptural Leaning Floor Lamp: Attaches to wall
 Tourmaline + Antique Brass, Opalescent White + Polished Brass, Fuchsia + Brushed Brass
 12" glass globe, 7' brass tube
 Customizable upon request
Chain & Link - Leather and Glass Hanging Light: Small glass globes hung in various ways by
leather straps and chains
 Tourmaline and Amber Globes, Gold Leaf, Brass Hardware
 6" Glass Globe, 3 ft. leather straps
 Customizable upon request
Ballon – Globe Pendant Light: FEYZ signature glass as pendant; can be created in multiples and
organized in various configurations
 Aqua Globe, Gold Leaf, Brass Hardware
 12" Glass Globe
 Customizable upon request
Barre – Two Way Rotating Sconce: A simple globe pierced by a brass piece that can rotate three
dimensionally
 Opalescent White Globe, Gold Leaf, Brushed Brass
 10" Glass Globe
 Customizable upon request

About FEYZ
FEYZ is a New York and Istanbul-based, multi-disciplinary design studio established in 2015 by
Feyza Köksal. Specializing in interiors, furniture, and lighting design, the Studio is driven by an
inherent curiosity about different cities and cultures. This curiosity translates into intricate,
sculptural designs. Working in collaboration with expert craftsman in Istanbul and Brooklyn, FEYZ
incorporates natural materials, traditional and contemporary construction methods, and detail
oriented fabrication. The Studio takes pride in creating timeless products and spaces that enhance
the quality of life. Based on the notion that design can change the world, the Studio carefully
considers each detail to create thoughtful, beautiful, and functional designs. For more information
visit http://feyzstudio.com or contact info@feyzstudio.com.
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